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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates robust stability (RS) of uncer-

tain sampled-data (SD) control systems with generalized
sampled-data hold functions (GSHF). A new sufficient
condition for robust stability of such systems is developed.
Unlike that of most of the previous works, it directly uses
the data of the continuous-time plant and therefore it is
less conservative. The condition is expressed in terms of
the spectral radius of a certain matrix and is shown to
be a unimodal function of a free parameter. Thus stan-
dard one-dimensional optimization algorithm can be used
to perform the proposed test.

INTRODUCTION
A SD control system consists of a continuous-time plant

controlled by a computer. Generally, if the matrices in a
state space description of a continuous-time plant are un-
certain, then the resulting discrete-time system possesses
an exponential-like uncertainty structure. Existing meth-
ods, such as [5,6,8] are inadequate in analyzing such sys-
tems because they do not directly handle this structure.
A notable exception is the quadratic stability approach of
Bernstein and Hollot [3] who developed a RS test which
exploited that structure. However, they only treated SD
system with zero-order hold (ZOH). Besides, they did not
give out any reliable algorithm to perform their test. This
paper is motivated by their work and the development
of the GSHF which offers many benefits that cannot be
achieved by ZOH; see [1,4,7]. The purpose of this paper
is to develop a RS test for SD systems with GSHF.

In the sequel, the following notation will be used. For
A" G 3?nxn, X' reads the'transpose of X, p(X) denotes
the spectral radius of X and A' > 0(> 0) means that A' is
positive definite (positive semi-definite). The Kronecker
product and Kronecker sum is written as <g> and © re-
spectively. In addition, the operation of forming a vector
by stacking the columns of a matrix is denoted by "vec",
and its inverse operation, "vec"1"; see [2]. Proofs of all
lemmas and theorems are omitted owing to space limit.
Interested readers are referred to [9].

PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider a finite dimensional linear time invari-

ant (LTI) uncertain plant described by (see Figure 1)

i = A(w)x(t) + B(w)u(t), y(t) = Cx(t) (1)
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Figure 1: Setup of SD control system

A(w), B{w), C are of appropriate dimensions. The ma-
trices pair (A(w), B(w)) belongs to a set. I' given by

U±{(A(w),B(w)):\\iv\\2< 1}

« 'i

(2a)

« 'i

A(w) = A + J2 u>iAj. B(w) = B + J2 "•> B' C-;b)

where A, B are nominal values of -4(u>)- B(u-) respectively,
A{'s and 5,:'s reflect the "structure" of the uncertainly,
and ti>j's are the uncertain parameters .

The plant is controlled by an overall controller which
consists of an ideal sampler (sampling period T) . a com-
puter (static gain matr ix A") and a generalized hold / / ( / ) .
The overall controller may be described by

u(t) = H{t)Ky{t) = F(t)y(t), 1 G [k-T. (k- + I )T) (3)

where k = 0,1, • • • and F{t) = H{t)K. Instead of speci-
fying H(t), we assume that F(t) G 3iv"x;l is a T-periodic.
integrable, bounded function. F(t) is referred to as a
GSHF. Upon closing the loop, we obtain an uncertain
discrete system

xk+1=

Now the problem is: Given an uncertain plant (!)-(:})
and a GSHFF(t), is the closed-loop system asymptotically
stable for all w such that \\w\\., < [f Equivah nily. is ilx
uncertain discrete system (•{) robustly stable r1
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RS TEST: LTI HOLD CASE

To solve this problem, we start with the LJLI hold iunc-
tion which is a GSHF of the following form

(5)

where Afj ,BJJ,CH are constant matrices of appropriate
dimensions.

According to Lyapunov theory, a discrete system

Xk+i - $(w)xk (6)

is robustly stable if there exists a P — P' > 0 such that

= <S>(w)P$'{w)-P <0, Vtu (7)

Although to verify whether there exists a P — P' > 0
that satisfies inequality (7) for system (4) is very difficult,
following the argument of [9], we can find a parameter-
independent upper bound (PIUB) on the left-hand side
of (7). To formulate this upper bound, let a scalar a > 0
be given and define

Aa=A®A + aI+-'
a

Now assume (10) holds for some o > 0. from L<>mma 2.
equation (9) has a solution P — P' > 0: hence using (9)

a n d ( 8 ) y i d d s VV{w:P) ^ 'Q~ Lf'

- P < - Q

for all w such that ||u'||., < 1. This proves the following
main result.

Theorem 1 (main result) Givtn a F(/) in Ihc form of
(5), the uncertain discrete system (•{) is robustly stable if
there exists an a > 0 such that (>{Mn) < 1 irhert .1/,, is
defined by (11).

RS TEST: ARBITRARY GSHF CASE

Since a GSHF is a T-periodic. iutegrable and bounded
function, it can be expressed as a Fourier series. This
implies that any GSHF can be approximated by a LTI
hold function with arbitrary accuracy. In other words,
any GSHF can also be regarded as a LTI hold and all the
results on LTI hold are also true for GS'HF [9].

T h e o r e m 2 ( m a i n - r e s u l t ) Given a GSHF F[t). tin
system (4) is robustly stable if then (rists an n > 0 such
that p{Ma) < 1 where Mr, is given by

Mio + .1/..,.
with

and

with
BCn

J
BH H] eA°{T-T] B2a[(F{T)C) Vi)

Lemma 1 (PIUB) If P = P' > 0 and a > 0,

/ o r

A/3a = / eAair~T}B3«[(F(T)C) (F(T)C)}(II
J

(8)

Now consider the right-hand side of (8), formally set

[J 0]vec-V°Tvec(np)] [^1 _ P = -
L U J

•

Aa = A -• A + -

Bla = In ^

R ^ D • T

&2a —•£>'.' in

n i
3 a ~

B,.

/ = (! ( lo )
When does (9) possess a solution P = P' > 0? Our
next lemma gives a necessary and sufficient condition— ^
the spectral radius condition (SRC).

Lemma 2 (SRC) G«wra a Q = Q' > 0 and an a > 0, 3 a ~ a Laa> - '
the matrix algebraic equation (9) has a unique solution
P = i " > 0 !J9" Remark: For any specific form of F ( / ) . th<> int<-grals (13)

p(Ma) < 1 (10) can be easily computed to derive explicit expressions for
Mia-M3a\ for instance, the piecewi.se constant (PWC)
h o ] d ; g e e rg.where Ma is defined by

,AaT I
BHC sic]) <n>
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COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES
In the previous sections, we have seen that the RS con-

dition p{MQ) < 1 contains a free parameter a. How to
verify whether there exists an a that satisfies this condi-
tion? To this end we have the following theorem.

T h e o r e m 3 Given a GSHF F{t), p{Ma), in which Ma

is defined by (12)-(15), is a unimodal function1 of a on
(0,+oo).

This theorem tells us that we can use standard one-
dimensional optimization algorithm to find the minimum
of p(Ma) on (0,+oo) and we just need to check whether
its minimum value is smaller than one.

EXAMPLE

Consider a second-order SISO plant with

and C - [1 0], controlled by a PWC hold (T = 0.5s)
shown in Figure 2. The nominal open-loop system is un-

F(t)
/o

h

/o

/ l
1 ,

T 2T

Figure 2: A PWC hold function

stable. However, by an appropriate choice of ( /o, / i ) ,
we may assign the two poles of the nominal closed-loop
system arbitrarily [1]. For instance, when /o = —26.11,
/ i = 20.15, the two poles are (0, 0). For this PWC hold,
p(Ma) vs ex is plotted in Figure 3. Its minimum value is
38.0766 > 1, hence we conclude that no such a exists for
||«)||0 < 7 = 1. On the other hand, the maximum RS
radius is found to be ysrc = 0.1042; see Table 1. Com-
paring with that obtained by the method of J.H. Su and
I.K. Fong [6], 7 = 0.0142, the ratio 7 ^ / 7 = 7.3, our
result is obviously superior.

Table 1: Comparison of RSR

Case
(/o,/i)

a
b
c

Act. RSR*
lact

0.3505
0.1457
0,3485

Thm. 2
fSrc

0.1042
0.0800
0.0377

J.H.Su[6]
7

0.0142
0.0015
1.9e-4

Ratio
Isrc/l

7.3
53
198

a.(-26.11, 20.15), b.(-33.04, 21.58), c.(-32.09,14.45)
* Obtained by griding the uncertainty set

p(Mo.) = 38.0766 > i
. a" = 1.9148

Figure 3: p(Mo)

C O N C L U S I O N

A new sufficient condition for robust stability of SD
control system with GSHF has been developed. It is ex-
pressed in terms of the original data of the continuous-
time plant, thus reducing the conservativeness. The re-
sult can be applied to any form GSHF including multi-
rate sampled-data systems. A numerical example demon-
strates the advantages of the proposed test.
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A unimodal function has a unique (global) minimum.
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